Satan’s Bible
Rules and Procedures
This author must first apologize to those within the Judiciary that
follows laws of the land in accordance to God’s guidance.
The author does not argue that Rules and Procedures are to weed out
cartoon and frivolous lawsuits, however, when Rules and Procedures
reach a level that inhibits a responsible party from being able bring a
legible suit based on the merits before a court, which is injustice.
The law prescribes the criminal accuser use truth and fact in bringing
an accused (defendant) to justice. The accused’s counsel, rightfully so,
has a duty to insure that justice is fair and impartial. Miranda rights
made available to the accused provide that if such accused is with
financially resources, a criminal defense attorney will be provided by
the state. In this scenario, the accused will be judged in accordance to
the merits of the case, whereas the accused’s counsel is the responsible
party to see that not only is law applied justly but that all Rules and
Procedures are followed.
We shall leave the criminal world to the cop department and enter the
civil world and for those self representing in the civil world of law, there
is nothing civil when the Rules and Procedures are so intense that a
party (plaintiff/defendant) is not able to present truthful merits to a
court without the aid of a learned person knowing the Rules and
Procedures.
As written laws comprise many written volumes, a non lawyer then
would need to also educate oneself in the Rules and Procedures after
the learning of the law. This author has not attended law school, has no
desire to attend but has been in close proximity of many a graduating
law student (attorney) over the last decade. These newbie attorneys do
appear to know how to write intelligently, at least better than I write,
and research case law, but without oversight of a seasoned attorney to

guide them, these new attorneys are about as legally effectives as
growing straw in a turnip patch.
Many a non lawyer views the need to know the Rules and Procedures in
addition to written laws is nothing more than making sure an attorney
has permanent gainful employment and to assure that the average
citizen is deprived of self representation. For a private business, laws
have been passed making it mandatory you hire an attorney!
In Texas, the appellate process allows for a party to correct errors so
that the court can render an opinion on the merits and not on that of
Rules and Procedure. However, follow NOT the rules and the merits of
the case will never be adjudicated. Where a court opines on a case
where facts are missing, a chapter and verse may have been written in
Satan’s Bible.

Man inscribed the words of God on tangible
medium ages ago, are parts of Satan’s Bible being
currently written by lawmakers?
Who writes the Rules and Procedures and why,
could these also be chapters and verses in Satan’s
Bible?
Under God’s law, one has choice.
Under Man’s law, one is forced to choose.
November’s Election Choice, will it be for the least Evil?

